CURTAIN SIDER
The One You Want!
The **Aero-Lite Curtain Sider** is perfect for a variety of industries ranging from general cargo transportation to assorted building products. The **Aero-Lite** provides the versatility and convenience of side loading on a flatbed trailer, thus allowing companies to maximize their transportation potential while at the same time consolidating their fleet.

**Structure:**
- A unique, captive, self supporting roof design, made with aluminum extruded top rail and track, is lighter than the competition’s steel and aluminum combination.
- Light weight and structurally strong for systems up to 53’ long.
- The roof skin is .040” aluminum and is supported by aluminum or galvanized bows that ensure proper water runoff.
- Easy to remove break-away posts support the roof.
- A Rolling Post Option is available, allowing an operator to move a post from its support position to an alternate position, thus simplifying the loading and unloading process further.
- Easy to operate with a heavy duty high powered front tensioning mechanism, allowing for that hard side appearance of a van trailer.
- Enhanced rear quick release mechanism allows access to the rear of the side curtain without having to release the front.
- Front bulkheads and rear doors with white FRP panels are standard with the Cramaro Curtain Sider.
- Optional black FRP, mirror finish stainless steel, and mirror finish waffle stamped stainless steel panels are available.

**Curtains:**
- Easily recognized due to their hard side like appearance.
- The curtains come standard with stainless steel buckles and ball bearing rollers.
- Manufactured using state of the art welding technology.
- All curtains are constructed of 26.5 – 28oz high gloss urethane tension PVC.
- The load bearing cargo straps are 2” PVC coated and fully welded to the vertical and horizontal interiors.

**Advertising:**
- Cost effective in getting your corporate message out into the public eye.
- Perfect for not only covering your cargo, but also as your company’s strongest advertising tool!